
Professional internship (MBRF)
Guía docente 2023-24

PRESENTACIÓN

Breve descripción:

Master internships will provide students an opportunity to utilize the knowledge gained 
through the Master in Banking and Financial Regulation coursework. The internship will 
account for 27 ECTSs toward degree completion.

The students will gain placement in prestigious institutions within the financial sector. Each
student may intern for an institution with which the Master in Banking and Financial
Regulation has collaboration or with companies, which employ students directly.

Titulación: Master in Banking and Financial Regulation
Módulo/Materia: Professional intership (MBRF)
ECTS: 27
Curso, semestre: 3
Carácter: Compulsory
Profesorado: Andrés Mesa Toro
Idioma: English
Aula, Horario: Not aplicable

COMPETENCIAS

BASICAS Y GENERALES:

CG3 - To enable students to formulate their own conclusions and judgments 
based on reports, studies, and opinions already formulated by other authors 
regarding financial intermediation.
CG4 - To encourage students to contrast their own opinions with those of others 
and critically evaluate others' opinions in financial matters.
CG6 - To facilitate clear and effective oral and written presentation of financial 
topics.
CB7 - To enable students to apply the acquired knowledge and their problem-
solving abilities in new or unfamiliar environments within broader (or 
multidisciplinary) contexts related to their field of study.
CB8 - To equip students with the capability to integrate knowledge and confront 
the complexity of making judgments based on information that, even when 
incomplete or limited, includes reflections on the social and ethical 
responsibilities linked to the application of their knowledge and judgments.
CB9 - To ensure that students can effectively communicate their conclusions, 
along with the underlying knowledge and ultimate reasons that support them, to 
both specialized and non-specialized audiences in a clear and unambiguous 
manner.

ESPECIFICAS:

CE2 - To facilitate the location of specialized materials (reports, articles, data) 
related to various aspects of banking business in libraries, on the internet, in 
archives, in accessible databases, etc.



CE9 - To possess advanced knowledge of the evolution of banking business 
(internationalization, technology, information systems, data protection, 
cybersecurity, etc.).

PROGRAMA

The realization of 27 Internship ECTSs is a mandatory requirement for the 
successful completion of the Master in Banking and Financial Regulation 
program.

ACTIVIDADES FORMATIVAS

Educational activities related to internships will be implemented based on the 
needs of the employer.

EVALUACIÓN

CONVOCATORIA ORDINARIA

At the end of the intership the firm will send a pdf document with an evaluation 
of the student. The evaluation take into account the following items:

Motivation
Initiative
Orientation to results
Customer orientation
Organization
Teamwork
Conflict resolution
Adaptation to change
Self-confidence
Communication
Satisfaction

Each item is graded in an scale from 0 to 10. The average grade of the evaluation 
is the final grade of the subjetc.

NOTA:  Si el alumno renuncia a unas prácticas o rechaza una oferta, será su responsabilidad 
encontrar otra oferta

 CONVOCATORIA EXTRAORDINARIA

Same that the ordinary .

HORARIOS DE ATENCIÓN

Andrés Mesa Toro.....(amesat@unav.es)

Eduardo Avila ......(eavila@external.unav.es)

On demand
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Not aplicable


